Incomplete and complete PCO/PCV chamber calibrations – impact of Galileo observations
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The poster presents the impact of the use of Galileo observations on daily GNSS position solutions. Analysis were carried out at EUREF Permanent Network. For 34 EPN stations full calibration tables developed by IGG, Univ. Bonn and containing correction E01 and E05 are available. We prepared for them a daily solutions, independently for GPS and Galileo. In most analysis for GPS solutions, also here, L1 and L2 frequencies are used. For them phase centre corrections are available for long time. For Galileo solutions generally E1 and E5a frequencies are used. In this analysis we prepare two Galileo solutions. To correct the E5a signal we used E05 values and in the second case the G02 values (as it is done in most cases when there are no full PCO/PCV tables available). There is a clear bias in height between this two Galileo solutions. Analysis has shown also that we get more consistent GPS and Galileo solutions, when G02 values instead of E05 are used for E5a signal.